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We study the process of thermal convection in jammed emulsions with a yield-stress rheology. We
find that heat transfer occurs via an intermittent mechanism, whereby intense short-lived convective
“heat bursts” are spaced out by long-lasting conductive periods. This behaviour is the result of a
sequence of fluidization-rigidity transitions, rooted in a non-trivial interplay between emulsion yield-
stress rheology and plastic activity, which we characterize via a statistical analysis of the dynamics
at the droplet scale. We also show that droplets’ coalescence induced during heat bursts leads to
a spatially heterogeneous phase-inversion of the emulsion which eventually supports a sustained
convective state.

I. INTRODUCTION

Concentrated emulsions are binary mixtures of immis-
cible liquids (say “oil” and “water”), stabilized against
phase separation by the presence of surfactants, where
droplets of a given phase (e.g., oil) are dispersed in a con-
tinuous phase (e.g., water, thus making an oil-in-water,
or, in short, O/W, emulsion). When the volume fraction
ϕ of the dispersed phase is large enough, droplets are
generally strongly deformed, and the emulsion displays a
complex non-Newtonian rheology with a non-vanishing
yield stress, which is peculiar of materials referred as
yield stress materials (YSMs) [1–3]. These materials
have been extensively characterized from the rheologi-
cal point of view. Still, much less is known about their
behavior in buoyancy-driven thermal flows, despite their
relevance particularly for geophysical problems, such as
mantle convection [4–8] and lava flows [9] or for analog
modeling of geodynamic processes [10–12], but also in
pharmaceutical [13] and food cooking [14] applications.
The study of YSMs under thermal convection also takes
on a great interest from a fundamental point of view:
unlike more standard shear or pressure-driven flows, the
forcing is local and dynamic, so the stress configuration
across the system is not given a priori, but the dynam-
ics itself instead determine it. The non-trivial correlation
between such stress configuration and the complex struc-
tural fragility landscape can lead to unexpected phenom-
ena in a disordered medium. Experimental [15–19], the-
oretical and numerical studies [20–26] focused on the on-
set of convection, looking at the steady-state value of the
heat flux (or, conversely, of the temperature difference, in
experiments with controlled heat flux) drawing an overall
picture whereby yield stress rheology hinders convection.
However, the character, the way it is approached, and
the very existence of a convective steady-state deserve
a in-depth discussion, and this has to be considered an
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open problem. Experiments with microgels evidenced
how the development of a thermal plume is associated
with structural damages in the material, suggesting that
plastic microdynamics might play a role. Moreover, un-
like in Newtonian convection, the plume can stop and
cool down until the emergence of a second plume [15].
Convection arrest following a long period of chaotic os-
cillations was observed also in numerical simulations [27].
However, a comprehensive study of the long-time behav-
ior of thermal convection in YSMs and the interplay be-
tween microscopic constituents and non-linear rheology
is still missing. In this Letter, we show that convective
heat transfer in a YSM occurs via intermittent heat flux
bursts associated with fluidization of the system. The ori-
gin of such complex dynamics resides in the elastoplastic
character of the material and, therefore, its explanation
requires a description that takes into account its granu-
larity (the finite-size droplets microdynamics in the case
of emulsions), as suggested also in previous experimen-
tal work [19]. In particular, in concentrated emulsions,
droplet coalescence eventually leads to a spatially het-
erogeneous phase inversion, which supports a sustained
convection state (see Fig.1(e)).
We perform numerical simulations of a two-dimensional
jammed O/W emulsion in the Rayleigh-Bénard setup,
i.e., between two parallel no-slip walls at a distance H
with a temperature difference ∆T = Thot − Tcold, sub-
ject to the action of gravity (with strength g) in the di-
rection of the thermal gradient (see Fig. 1(a)) [28–30].
The Rayleigh number, computed with the transport co-
efficients of the bulk phase, is Ra = βg∆TH3/(κν) ≈
4 × 105, where β is the thermal expansion coefficient, κ
the thermal diffusivity, and ν the kinematic viscosity of
the bulk phase, while the Prandtl number Pr= ν/κ is
fixed to unity. Further details on the employed method-
ology are reported in the Supplementary Material (SM).
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FIG. 1. Dynamics of a concentrated emulsion in a Rayleigh-Bénard convective cell: the time evolution of the average heat
transfer is quantified via the Nusselt number Nu, shown together with the number of droplets Ndrops. A decrease in Ndrops

corresponds to the occurrence of coalescence events (an orange bullet ( ) is drawn any time at least a coalescence event
occurs). Dashed black line marks the time evolution of Nu for a homogeneous system under the same conditions, while dotted
line highlights the conductive regime (Nu = 1). Upper panels show maps of density (top panels) and temperature fields (lower
panels) of selected instants of time ((a)-(e)).

II. MACROSCOPIC ANALYSIS

After the emulsion preparation (see SM), and the ap-
plication of a finite perturbation to the hydrodynamical
velocity to trigger the thermal convection, we probe the
time response of the system by instantaneously measur-
ing the vertical velocity uz = uz(x, z, t) and the tempera-
ture T = T (x, z, t) and computing the dimensionless heat
flux expressed by the Nusselt number

Nu = 1 +
⟨uzT ⟩x,z
κ∆T

H

, (1)

where ⟨. . . ⟩x,z denotes the space average [29–32]. For a
single phase (homogeneous) fluid in a purely conductive
state, i.e., below the critical value for convection [33], the
advective contribution ⟨uzT ⟩x,z is zero and Nu = 1 (dot-
ted black line in Fig. 1). As Ra is increased above such a
threshold value, the homogeneous fluid reaches a state of
steady convection with a large-scale flow, which increases
the heat flux in regard to the conduction (Nu > 1). Fur-
ther, for sufficiently large values of Ra, but ahead of the
transition to turbulence, there exist stationary thermal
convective states that are stable despite showing oscil-
lations whose amplitude, however, decays exponentially
(dashed black line in Fig. 1) [34]. This scenario changes
in the case of emulsions, where the value of Rac and
the onset to thermal convection depend on the volume
fraction ϕ of the dispersed phase. It has been shown in

Refs. [35, 36] that the presence of droplet interactions
induces fluctuations in the heat flux (i.e., fluctuations of
Nu), which increase with ϕ. Following those works, a nat-
ural question arises regarding the behavior of emulsions
in thermal convection when ϕ is large enough to make the
emulsion exhibiting a yield stress: droplets get strongly
deformed and endow the emulsion with complex elastic-
viscoplastic properties typical of YSMs [3, 37–39]. Hence,
we consider jammed emulsions [40] that exhibit a finite
yield stress (see SM for a detailed rheological character-
ization). In Fig. 1, we report the time evolution of Nu
for the emulsion (solid purple line) along with some snap-
shots of the corresponding density and temperature fields
at selected times (panels (a)-(e)). The phenomenology is
remarkably different from what observed in Refs. [35, 36]
at lower values of ϕ: in the jammed state (i.e., as long as
the emulsion can be considered a YSM), the system ex-
hibits a dynamics characterized by extreme heat transfer
bursts (convective periods), with Nu ≫ 1, spaced out by
long-lasting resting (conductive) periods, with Nu ≈ 1.
During the duration of the heat bursts, droplets’ coales-
cence takes place (orange bullets), progressively reducing
the number of droplets (Ndrops, orange solid line). Coa-
lescence events decrease the interface energy and eventu-
ally lead to the inversion from an O/W to a W/O emul-
sion, causing the system to persist in a convective state.
However, due to the self-organized flow structures (and
associated stress configuration), the phase inversion is
not global in space but takes place heterogeneously, with
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patches of concentrated O/W emulsion around the cen-
ter of the convective rolls in a matrix of phase-inverted,
diluted, W/O emulsions (see Fig. 1(e)). The characteri-
zation of the phase-inverted state is particularly intrigu-
ing as its rheology diverges significantly from the jammed
O/W emulsion (see SM), warranting a dedicated inves-
tigation. Here, we focus on the unexpected dynamics in
the jammed yield-stress emulsion. In this regime, in cor-
respondence with Nu peaks, the material fluidizes, and
convection mixes the temperature field, causing varia-
tions of the stress whose amplitude can, locally, go below
the yielding point, conferring rigidity again to the ma-
terial. Surprisingly, after the emulsion stops resting, the
motion can restart with a heat transfer burst before the
system stops again. The sequence of heat bursts does not
display the same regularity of the oscillations in Nu that
are observed for the homogeneous system (dashed black
line in Fig. 1), and the resulting time needed to achieve
the final sustained convective state is much longer than
the time it takes for an homogeneous system to reach
a stationary convective state. The portrayed scenario is
far from being trivial, highlighting that the transition to
thermal convection of a highly packed emulsion made up
of soft domains shows an anomalous intermittent behav-
ior that profoundly delays the transition to a sustained
convective state. Notice that different initial configura-
tions lead to a different duration of the transient intermit-
tent regime and number of heat bursts (see SM, Fig.1).
We remark that any attempt to understand this in-
termittency in terms of continuum equations equipped
with a local constitutive relation between stress and
shear rate, regularized as the stress tends to the yield
value [20, 24, 38, 41], would unavoidably fail. Once the
system stops, no mechanism can set it back in motion.
Such an approach, indeed, provides misleading informa-
tion since it is not able to capture the role played by
the presence of finite-sized droplets and the change in lo-
cal microstructure with plastic rearrangements [42], that
represent the source of intrinsic effective “noise” able to
trigger convection again. Therefore, systematically char-
acterizing the observed scenario would require analysis
at scales comparable with the droplet size.

III. MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS

Next, we focus on droplets’ microstructure and droplet
contribution to heat transfer. In Fig. 2, we report the
detection of changes in droplet micro-structures via the
analysis of the Delaunay triangulation constructed from
the droplets center of mass [43]. Through the Delau-
nay triangulation, a plastic rearrangement is identified
whenever one edge of a droplet shrinks to zero, and
neighboring droplets switching occurs (see Fig. 2(a)). In
Fig. 2(b), we report the plot of the Nusselt number Nu
along with the number of plastic rearrangements Nplastic

in a representative time interval where both heat bursts
and resting periods are present. Fig. 2 shows, as ex-
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FIG. 2. Panel (a): a sketch describing the definition of
plastic event starting from the Delaunay triangulation (or-
ange links). A plastic event takes place when a neighboring
droplets switching occurs, corresponding to the disappearance
of the link between two droplets (2 and 4) and the creation of
a new link between other two (1 and 3). Panel (b): Nusselt
number Nu (purple solid line) and the number of occurred
plastic events Nplastic ( ) as a function of time.

pected, that Nplastic grows when the emulsion enters a
convective state (heat bursts, Nu ≫ 1) but, more inter-
estingly, a residual plastic activity is also apparent during
the resting periods, revealing that the macroscopic con-
ductive periods possess non-trivial features at the level
of droplets’ microstructure. The latter evidence stimu-
lated further analysis to characterize the heat transfer at
the droplet scale. Starting from the i−th droplet and
the associated center-of-mass location Xi(t) at a generic

time t, we considered the velocity, u
(i)
z = uz(Xi(t)), tem-

perature, T (i) = T (Xi(t)), and temperature gradient,
(∂z T )

(i) = ∂zT (Xi(t)), and we defined the Nusselt num-

ber at the droplet scale Nu
(drop)
i [35, 36]

Nu
(drop)
i =

u
(i)
z T (i) − κ(∂z T )

(i)

κ∆T
H

. (2)

This definition is such that the macroscopic Nusselt
number Nu (Eq. 1) can be reconstructed as the sum
over the contributions of each single droplet, Nu ≈

1
Ndrops

∑Ndrops

i=1 Nu
(drop)
i (see SM, Fig. 3). Via the analysis

of Nu
(drop)
i , we can shed light on the microscopic origin of

the intermittency in Nu at macroscales. Fig. 3 shows the
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probability distribution function (PDF) for Nu(drop) dur-
ing the transient intermittent dynamics, where we sepa-
rately examined the contributions to heat bursts periods
and the resting periods. Specifically, we collected the val-

ues of Nu
(drop)
i associated with every droplet at any time

during the two periods mentioned above and, to improve
the statistics, we considered tens of numerical simulations
for different initial configurations. The resulting statis-

tics of Nu(drop) reveals enhanced tails and clear intermit-
tency during the heat bursts. As a matter of fact, the
average value of the distribution is sensibly larger than
the most probable value; additionally, when the system

is at rest, the statistics of Nu(drop) features a non-zero
variance, indicating that heat is transferred at the scales
of the droplets. However, on average, the system at the
macroscopic scale is in a conductive state (Nu ≈ 1). The
presence of residual elastoplastic activity shown both in
Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3 is inherently related to the pres-
ence of finite-size droplets and acts as a perturbation on
the system during the macroscopic resting periods when
Nu ≈ 1. A natural question arises on the mechanism
that allows the system to move from the resting periods
to the heat bursts. The effect of localized perturbations
can be spread over the system size if its spatio-temporal
correlation is sufficiently large [44]. The presence of resid-
ual plastic activity due to spatial heterogeneity may cat-
alyze the observed irregularity and intermittency in heat
transfer bursts. A confirmation of the system’s extensive
spatial correlation is, therefore, essential. To define a
quantitative measure of the correlations associated with
the motion of the interface during and after the tran-
sient dynamics (i.e., when it becomes difficult to identify
and follow each droplet), we follow the procedure intro-
duced in Ref. [45]: we divide the domain into squares
with a side of length d (average droplet diameter), then
for each square k we consider two consecutive times t
and t + τ . We compute the interface displacement as
A(τ)(xk, zk, t) = ⟨[ρO(x, z, t+ τ)− ρO(x, z, t)]

2⟩k, where
ρO is the density field of the “oil” phase and ⟨. . . ⟩k de-
notes the average in square k with center coordinates
(xk, zk). Then, we compute the correlation function C of

A
(τ)
r = A(τ)(xk, r, t) as

C =

〈
⟨A(τ)

0 A
(τ)
r ⟩t − ⟨A(τ)

0 ⟩t ⟨A(τ)
r ⟩t

σ0σr

〉
x

, (3)

where r denotes the distance from the channel center
(zk = 0) along the z-direction, ⟨. . . ⟩t is the average over
times belonging to the three different regimes (see SM),

and σr is he standard deviation of A
(τ)
r . C is reported

in Fig. 4. It emerges that, during heat bursts, the ther-
mal plume dynamically engages nearly the entire system,
resulting in a notable correlation. Surprisingly, this cor-
relation remains large even during resting periods, which
is unexpected in a homogeneous system in conductive
state, where the absence of fluid motion typically implies
no motion, hence the lack of any correlation. Notably,
when the system sustains a convective state and initiates
phase inversion, the correlation decreases, evidencing the
absence of intermittent behavior.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the long-time behavior of a typical YSM,
i.e., a jammed emulsion, under thermal convection. We
pointed out a novel phenomenon, never reported before,
whereby convection occurs through fluidization-rigidity
transitions, entailing heat flux bursts occurring in an oth-
erwise conductive background. Once thermal convection
is initiated, temperature field mixing causes stress fluctu-
ations leading to a halting of convection if the stress drops
below the yield value. Leveraging on numerical simula-
tions [46], we can observe that, remarkably, residual plas-
tic activity persists even during macroscopic resting pe-
riods, thus acting as a latent trigger for subsequent con-
vective events. This plasticity stems from the inherently
disordered structure of the emulsion, resulting in an inter-
mittent onset of convective transport without discernible
regularity, which cannot be predicted based on contin-
uum equations coupled with bulk rheology. Fluidization
events and heat bursts are associated with droplets’ co-
alescence, eventually leading to a phase-inverted emul-
sion exhibiting spatial heterogeneity: to our knowledge,
such a final state remains unexplored and warrants fur-

ther investigation, both morphologically and rheologi-
cally. For a given emulsion, we studied the intermit-
tency phenomenon at a fixed Rayleigh number (Ra), and
we expect that it can only survive in a specific range of
Ra. Indeed, for very low Ra values, convection is sup-
pressed, whereas for large Ra values a quicker transition
to the convective state in the phase-inverted emulsion is
prompted through more frequent coalescence events, by-
passing the intermittent behavior.
Altogether, we argue that our findings open new funda-
mental views on the transition to sustained convection
in jammed emulsions, which occurs through a rather un-
usual transient and intermittent behavior and leads to
heterogeneous phase inversion.
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